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C O R N E L L 
TRANSLATIONS 
OF POWER 
Narcissism and the Unconscious 
in Epic History 

ELIZABETH J. BELLAMY 
Drawing upon Freudian and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis to 
illuminate the emergence of an 
epic "subjecthood," Bellamy 
focuses on Virgil's Aeneid, 
Ariosto's Orlando furioso, 
Tasso's Gerusalemme liberata, 
and Spenser's faerie Queene in 
an attempt to demonstrate how 
the operations of the unconscious 
may be interpreted within 
narrative history. 
$38.95s cloth, S14.95 paper 

A CULTURAL 
HISTORY OF 
GESTURE 
Edited by J A N BREMMER and 
H E R M A N R O O D E N B U R G 

With an Introduction by Sir Keith Thomas. 

Covering a vast range of topics— 
from modes of walking and 
oratorical gesture in Greece 
and Rome to the modern 
handshake; from the arm 
held akimbo in Renaissance 
portraiture to the manners of the 
eighteenth-century Polish gentry— 
this volume of essays offers a 
wealth of insights into the 
history and meaning of gesture. 
$44.95 cloth, $15.95 paper 

THE IDEA OF 
THE LABYRINTH 
from Classical Antiquity 
through the Middle Ages 

PENELOPE REED DOOB 
New in Paper! "Admirably 
lucid. . . . Doob moves 
confidently from Roman 
mosaics through Christian 
churches to the aristocratic 
pleasure-gardens of the 
late Middle Ages and 
early Renaissance, from 
topographically real mazes 
to the tropological fantasies 
of the mythographers, from 
Daedalus to Dante and from 
Crete to Chaucer." 
—Times Higher Education 
Supplement. $13.95 

T H E GENDERING 
OF MELANCHOLIA 
Feminism, Psychoanalysis, 
and the Symbolics of Loss 
in Renaissance Literature 

JULIANA SCHIESARI 

Through penetrating 
readings of texts from 
Aristotle to Kristeva, 
Schiesari illuminates the 
complex history of the 
symbolics of loss in 
Renaissance literature. 
$36.95 cloth, $14.95 paper 

At bookstores, or call 607-277-2211 (credit card orders only, please) 

C O R N E L L U N I V E R S I T Y PRESS 
124 Roberts Place, Ithaca NY 14850 
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C H I C A G O 
An ambitious and wide-ranging study of the discursive invention of 
the nation-state in Elizabethan poetry, legal writing, cartography, 
travel literature, drama, and ecclesiastical polemic. 

FORMS OF NATIONHOOD 
The Elizabethan Writing of England 
Richard Helgerson 

"A very important book, which should 
contribute to a total reinterpretation of 
early seventeenth-century society, politics, 
ideology, and literature. Helgerson's 
mastery of all the disciplines, and his 
ability to see links between them, and 
between all of them and socio-political 
problems, is stunning. All specialists in 
the several fields dealt with should read 
it."—Christopher Hi l l , Oxford University 

"What Helgerson charts is nothing less 
than the Elizabethan origins of England's 
understanding of itself. There is no work 
of the scope of Helgerson's in the field 
today."—Leah Marcus, University of 
Texas 

"Forms of Nationhood clarifies in new 
and exciting ways the emergence of an 
ideological moment of enormous conse
quence."—Steven Mullaney, University 
of Michigan 

Cloth $27.50 384 pages 22 halftones 
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The Mystic Fable 
Volume One: The Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries 
Miche l de Certeau 
Translated by Michael B. Smith 

"In this book the topics of 'the everyday,' 
'belief,' what might be called 'the counter-
historical,' and 'the politics of language' are 
coordinated and brought to bear upon a 
fascinating historical phenomenon, early 
modern mysticism, to yield profound 
insights into the 'mystical ' underside of our 
own post-religious experience of the wor ld , 
nature, and history."—Hayden White 
Cloth $39.95 360 pages 
Religion and Postmodernism series 

Theory as 
Practice 
Ethical Inquiry in the 
Renaissance 
Nancy S. Struever 
"Struever re-reads Petrarch, 
Valla, Machiavell i , and 
Montaigne, among others, 
in the light of modernist 
philosophical reflection. 
The result is a provocative 
and exciting book, one 
bound to be controversial." 
—Allan Megill 

"Theory as Practice is 
one of a handful of truly 
exciting pieces of Renais
sance intellectual history." 
—Wil l iam J. Bouwsma 
Cloth $32.50 256 pages 

Medieval Worlds 
Barbarians, Heretics, and Artists 
in the Middle Ages 
A mo Borst 
Translated by Eric Hansen 

"A remarkable book. Arno Borst, one of the most 
senior and respected of medieval historians, deals 
here wi th an astonishingly wide variety of themes 
in medieval intellectual and religious history." 
—Christopher Brooke 
Cloth $39.95 300 pages 

Renaissance Medical Learning 
Evolution of a Tradition 
Edited by Michael R. McVaugh 
and Nancy G. Siraisi 
This collection of nine essays traces the develop
ment of a rich intellectual tradition marked by 
philosophical, theoretical, and methodological 
advances, both in the academy and in practice. 
Cloth $39.00 Paper $25.00 244 pages 
Osiris, Volume 6 

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y OF C H I C A G O P R E S S 
5801 SOUTH ELLIS C H I C A G O , IL 60637 
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C H I C A G O 
Renaissance Characters 
Edited by Eugenio Carin 
Translated by Lydia G. Cochrane 
An international team of scholars 
gathered by Eugenio Carin examine the 
significant figures who actively shaped 
one of the most luminous moments in 
European culture. 
Cloth $29.95 248 pages 

A Feast of Words 
Banquets and Table Talk in 
the Renaissance 
Michel Jeanneret 
Translated by Jeremy Whiteley 
and Emma Hughes 

Ranging widely over French, Italian, 
German, and Latin texts, Jeanneret 
investigates the banquet as a narrative 
artifact and as a guide to significant 
tendencies in Renaissance Humanist 
culture. 

Paper $17.95 318 pages 
Library cloth edition $49.95 

Cultural Aesthetics 
Renaissance Literature and the 
Practice of Social Ornament 
Patricia Fumerton 

"A major contribution to the analysis 
of the ways in which the self was 
constructed in the Renaissance." 
—Peter Stallybrass, University of 
Pennsylvania 

Cloth $34.00 256 pages 

Women of the Renaissance 
Margaret L. King 

"No other book I know will so thoroughly 
instruct students at all levels interested in 
the accomplishments of women and the 
limitations under which they suffered 
when the modern western world was 
coming into being."—Albert Rabil, Jr., 
State University of New York 

Paper $16.95 328 pages 
Library cloth edition $45.00 
Women in Culture and Society series 

Law, Family, and Women 
Toward a Legal Anthropology of 
Renaissance Italy 
Thomas Kuehn 
Focusing on Florence, Kuehn 
demonstrates the formative influence 
of law on Italian society during the 
Renaissance, especially in the spheres 
of family and women. "Offers 
original and invaluable insights to 
the student of Renaissance Florence." 
—Dale Kent, University of California 
Cloth $29.95 248 pages 

Heavenly Supper 
The Story of Maria Jan is 
Fulvio Tomizza 
Translated by Anne Jacobson Schutte 
"Historians of early modern Italy 
may not have invented microhistory, 
but they have become its most avid 
practitioners. Heavenly Supper is a 
superb and absorbing contribution to 
the genre."—Gene Brucker, University 
of California 
Cloth $24.95 184 pages 
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Marvelous Possessions 
The Wonder of the New World 
Stephen Greenblatt 

Through readings of travel narratives, 
judicial documents, and official 
publications, Greenblatt examines the 
relation between European and non-
European cultures at the beginning of 
the colonialist expansion into the New 
World. "A masterpiece of historical 
research."—Tzvetan Todorov, Harvard 
University 
Cloth $24.95 232 pages 

The Age of the Marvelous 
Edited by Joy Kenseth 

This exhibition catalogue explores 
the 16th- and 17th-century European 
fascination with the marvelous—the 
exotic, the rare, and the unexpected. 

Paper $29.9S 450 pages 
16 color plates, 260 halftones 
Library cloth edition $40.00 
Distributed for the Hood Museum of Art 

Turin 1564-1680 
Urban Design, Military Culture, 
and the Creation of the Absolutist 
Capital 
Martha D. Pollak 

This comprehensive study recasts 
Baroque Turin in its many functions: 
as fortress; as symbol of rulers' rising 
power; and as theatrical backdrop for 
the ceremonies that dramatized state 
authority. 

Cloth $49.95 416 pages 
145 halftones 

Fashioning Femininity and 
English Renaissance Drama 
Karen Newman 
With a Foreword by Catharine R. Stimpson 
Emphasizing the concept of "femininity" 
as deployed in the late 16th and early 
1 7th centuries, Newman demonstrates 
the significance of gender in a wide 
variety of discourses in early modern 
England. "An important contribution 
to the conceptual remapping of 
Elizabethan and Jacobean culture." 
-Margaret W. Ferguson, University of 
Colorado 

Paper $11.95 202 pages 
10 halftones 
Library Cloth edition $32.00 
Women in Culture and Society series 

Prayer and Power 
George Herbert and Renaissance 
Courtship 
Michael C. Schoenfeldt 
Schoenfeldt offers the first major 
exploration of the connections between 
George Herbert's devotional poetry and 
the social practices and political 
discourse of his day. 

Paper $18.95 358 pages 
6 halftones 
Library cloth edition $49.95 

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y OF C H I C A G O P R E S S 
5801 SOUTH ELLIS CHICAGO, IL 60637 
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Elizabeth I 
War and Politics, 1588-1603 
Wallace T. MacCaffrey 

Completing his major analysis of 
Elizabethan high politics with this 
eagerly awaited third volume, Wallace 
MacCaffrey investigates how Elizabeth 1, 
the "unwarlike war leader," and her 
ministers made the great decisions that 
shaped English political history in the 
years between die Armada of 1588 and 
her death in 1603. 

" . . . meticulously researched, 
elegantly written, and bristling with 
new insights and sound judgments." 
—Stanford E. Lehmberg, University of 
Minnesota 
Cloth: $65.00 ISBN 0-691-03188-6 

Filelfo in Milan 
Writings 1451-1477 
Diana Robin 

In this portrait of the flamboyant 
Milanese courtier Francesco Filelfo 
(1398-1481), Diana Robin reveals a 
fifteendi-century humanism different 
from the cool, elegant classicism of 
Medicean Florence and patrician Venice. 
Akhough Filelfo served such heads of 
state as Pope Pius II, Cosimo de' Medici, 
and Francesco Sfotza, his humanism was 
diat of the "other"—die marginalized 
writer. 

"There is no other work on Filelfo 
of this scope or importance in English 
or published in this century." 
—Margaret L King, Brooklyn College I 
CUNY Graduate Center 
Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-03185-1 
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^ The Politicized Muse 
Music for Medici Festivals, 1512-1537 

Anthony M. Cummings 
During the years between die restoration of the Medici to Florence and the 

election of Cosimo 1, die Medici family sponsored a series of splendid public 
festivals, reconstructed here by Andiony M. Cummings. Cummings has utilized 
unexpectedly rich sources of information about die musical life of the time in 
contemporary narrative accounts of these occasions—histories, diaries, and 
family memoirs. 

In this interdisciplinary work, he explains how die festivals combined music 
widi art and literature to convey political meanings to Florentine observers. As 
analyzed by Cummings, the festivals document the political transformation of 
die city in the crucial era that witnessed die end of die Florentine republic and 
the beginnings of die Medici principate. 
Princeton Essays on the Arts 

Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-09142-0 

Civic Politics in the Rome 
of Urban VIII 

Laurie Nussdorfer 
In this colorful depiction of daily political life in Baroque Rome, Laurie 

Nussdorfer argues that the lay persons managed to sustain a civic government 
under the increased papal absolutism of Urban VIII (1623-1644), who oversaw 
both sacred and secular life. Focusing on the S.P.Q.R. (die Senate and Roman 
People), which was administered from the Capitoline Hill, she shows diat it 
provided political representation for lay members of the urban elite, carried out 
the work of local government, and served as a symbol of die Roman voice in 
public life. 

Through a detailed study of how civic authorities derived their sense of 
legitimacy and how lay subjects maneuvered in informal and disguised ways to 
block or criticize the papal regime, Nussdorfer advances a new way of conceiv
ing politics under an absolute ruler. 
Clodi: $42.50 ISBN 0-691-03182-7 

Princeton University Press 
41 WILLIAM ST. • PRINCETON, NJ 08540 • (609) 258-4900 

ORDERS: 800-PRS-ISBN (777-4726) • OR FROM YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE 

• 
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THE RENAISSANCE IN ITALY 

Now the translation into English of Petrarch's 
two great complementary collections of letters is 
complete. This two-volume edition of Letters of 
Old Age takes itsplace alongside Aldo Bernardo's 
translation of Letters on Familiar Matters. 

LETTERS OF OLD AGE 
RERUM SENIUUM LIBRI l-XVIII 

Francis Petrarch 
translated by Aldo S. Bernardo, Saul Levin, and Reta A. Bernardo 

Letters of Old Age includes 128 letters written by Petrarch from about 1361 
until 1373, shortly before his death. Because they represent the mature 
judgment of his later years, the letters are especially important in 
illuminating Petrarch's central role at the dawn of Humanism. $85.00, two 
volumes 

THE CULT OF REMEMBRANCE 
AND THE BLACK DEATH 

SIX RENAISSANCE CITIES IN CENTRAL ITALY 
Samuel K. Cohn, Jr. 

Using close analysis of last wills to chart transformations in mentalities, 
Samuel Cohn fashions a comparative history of six Italian city-states—-
Arezzo, Florence, Perugia, Assisi, Pisa, and Siena—showing the rise of a 
new Renaissance cult of remembrance. $47.50 

MADONNAS THAT MAIM 
POPULAR CATHOLICISM IN ITALY SINCE THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY 

Michael P. Carroll 

Michael Carroll examines a range of devotional practices that have been 
legitimated by the local Catholic clergy in Italy for centuries—including 
the cult of the patron saint, relics, miracles, processions, sanctuaries, 
pilgrimage, and the mixing of Catholic ritual and magic. $34.95 

The Johns Hopkins University Press 
701 West 40th Street, Suite 275, Baltimore, Maryland 21211 

To order, call 1-800-537-5487. 
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Giordano Bruno 
and the Embassy Affair 
John Bossy 

Was "Fagot," the spy working within 
the French embassy in London to 
subvert Catholic attempts to overthrow 
Queen Elizabeth, die Italian philoso
pher, poet, and patriot Giordano 
Bruno? John Bossy delves into a 
nether world of treachery and intrigue 
to solve a centuries-old mystery in "a 
marvelous book." (H.R. Trevor-Roper, 
The New York Review of Books) $29.95 

Miasmas and Disease 
Public Health and the Environment 
in the-Pre-Industrial Age 

Carlo M. CipoUa 
translated by Elizabeth Potter 

The distinguished historian Carlo M. 
CipoUa explores health, medicine, and 
the struggle for survival in seventeenth-
century Italy. 

"It is always a pleasure to read Carlo 
CipoUa. The new book has all the 
author's customary lucidity, elegance, 
concision, and learning lightly 
carried."—Peter Burke $20.00 

The Machiavellian 
Cosmos 
Anthony J. Parel 

In this highly original interpretation of 
MachiaveUi's thought, Anthony J. 
Parel argues that a premodern 
cosmology and anthropology underlie 
MachiaveUi's political works. 

"A refreshing plea to rediscover the 
famous Renaissance thinker, often 
disfigured by the attempts to fit him in 
a modern frame."—Sergio Bertelli 
$30.00 

PI * M 
Sir Philip Sidney 
Courtier Poet 

Katherine Duncan-Jones 

"A spirited, speculative, scholarly 
account of the brief life of the 
Elizabethan courtier, soldier, diplomat, 
author, patron—to some the 
embodiment of the Renaissance ideal." 
—Kirkus 

"Well researched, well documented.... 
An agreeable and informative read." 
—S. Schoenbaum, Washington Post 
Book World 16 pp. illus. $29.95 

"II Gran Cardinale" 
Alessandro Farnese, Patron of the Arts 

Clare Robertson 

Using a wealth of hitherto unpublished 
material, Clare Robertson provides the 
first thorough reconstruction of 
Cardinal Alessandro Farnese's 
development and influence as a patron, 
at the same time raising important 
questions about the attitudes and 
motives of Renaissance patrons and 
challenging a number of current art-
historical assumptions about patron
age. 200 b/w + 12 color illus. $45.00 

Yale University Press 
Dept. 837, 92A Yale Sta. 
New Haven, CT 06520 
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GABINETTO DISEGNI E STAMPE DEGLI UFFIZI 

DISEGNI DIFIGUR A. 1 
A CURA DI ANNAMARIA PETRIOLITOFANI 

Dopo una solu-
zione di continuity tem-
porale, prosegue il gran-
de impegno edi toriale per 
I'lnventario generate del 
Gabinetto Disegni e 
Stampe degli Uffizi, una 
delle piu vaste e impor
tant! raccolte a livello 
mondiale. 

Conclusa la cate-
goria dei Disegni Espo-
sti, oggetto dei due tomi 
del primo volume, viene 
ora iniziato I'inventario 
dei Disegni di Figura 
che, di tutte le sezioni 
iconograflche in cui, in
to mo alia meta del secolo 
scorso, venne suddivisa 
la collezione grafica de
gli Uffizi, e - con i suoi 21076 fogli - di gran 
lunga la piu numerosa. 

II concetto di 'figura' venne difatti 
allora interpretato in una accezione assai vasta 
che comprendeva, oltre ai disegni aventi per 
soggetto la figura u mana vera e propria, anche 
fogli con singoli dettagli o parti di una anato-
mia, progetti compositivi completi dai conte-
nuti e dai tagli piu diversi. Si e deciso di 
chiudere questo primo volume sul n. 961F in 
modo da farvi rientrare per intero un nucleo 
consistente di disegni di Jacopo da Empoli, 
prima di un gruppo ancor piii numeroso di 
fogli di Ludovico Cigoli con i quali iniziera il 
volume successive 
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We are pleased 
to announce that after a 
temporary break, the 
publication of the Gen
eral Inventory of the 
Drawings and Prints 
Department of the 
Uffizi, one of the most 
important and exten
sive collections in the 
world, has been re
sumed. 

After the com
pletion of the Disegni 
Esposti section, the 
subject of the first two 
volumes of the first pub
lication, work on the in
ventory of Disegni di 
Figura has begun. This 
iconographical section 

isthelargest,2J076sheets,ofallthegraphic 
sections of the collection, which was sub
divided in the middle of the last century. 

At that time the concept of 'figure' 
was interpreted as covering a wide range 
of meanings: in this section, as well as 
drawings depicting the whole human fig
ure, there are examples with parts or de
tails of human anatomy and complete com
positions of varying contents. It has been 
decided to end this first volume with 961F, 
in order to include the entire collection of 
Jacopo da Empoli's numerous drawings. 
The next volume will begin with Ludovico 
Cigoli's larger collection. 

cm. 21,5 x 30, xvm-422 pp. con 1191 riproduzioni. Lire 160.000. Rilegato (Hardcover) 
[ISBN 88 222 39121] 

CASA EDITRICE 
Casellapostale66»50100Firenze n\ 

LEO S. OLSCHKI 
Tel. 055 / 65.30.684 • Fax 65.30.214 
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SILVIO A. BEDINI 

THE PULSE OF TIME 
GALILEO GALILEI, THE DETERMINATION OF 
LONGITUDE, AND THE PENDULUM CLOCK 

II volume di S.A. Bedini riper-
corre la storia dell'applicazione del 
pendolo al meccanismo ad orologeria, 
concepita da Galileo Galilei nel 1641 -
42 e realizzata poi da 
Christian Huygens in 
Olanda nel 1656 o 1657. 

Le origini di questa 
importante innovazione 
sono per6 da rintracciare 
nelle ricerche sulla deter-
minazione della longitu-
dine in mare, iniziate oltre 
un secolo prima. 

Gia molto e stato 
scritto intorno all'argomen-
to, ma numerosi studi sono 
rimasti semisconosciuti e altro materia-
le e ancora inedito. 

L'autore intende, con il presente 
lavoro, riunire tutto questo materiale e 
completare una storia ancora, in qual-
che modo, non totalmente scritta. 

Much has been written about 
the many efforts to develop a means of 
determining longitude at sea and 
about the invention of the pendulum-

regulated clock. 
This invention was 

first conceived by Galileo 
Galileiin 1641-42, andex-
ecuted in yet another con
cept by Christian Huygens 
in Holland in 1656 or 
1657. 

Although these 
achievements of Galileo 
and Huygens are gener
ally well known, questions 
remain which have preoc

cupied horological historians and 
historians of science. 

Bedini's book brings together 
neglected, unstudied and unpublished 
material in an effort to complete the 
historical picture. 

Biblioteca di «Nuncius», vol. 3 
1991, cm. 17x24, XIV-134 pp. Lire 40.000 

[ISBN 88 222 3856 7] 

CASA EDITRICE 
Casella postale 66 • 50100 Firenze A 

LEO S. OLSCHKI 
. Tel. 055 / 65.30.684 • Fax 65.30.214 
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Ullrich Langer: Jean-Raymond Fanlo, Trace's, ruptures: La composition instable des 392 

"Tragiques" 

Jan Miernowski: Catharine Randall Coats, Subverting the System: D'Aubigni and Calvinism 394 

Denis Donoghue: A. C. Hamilton, et al, eds., The Spenser Encyclopedia 396 

Donald Cheney: Lynn Staley Johnson, The Shepheardes Calender: An Introduction 400 

Lauren Silberman: David Lee Miller, The Poem's Two Bodies: The Poetics of the 1590 Faerie 402 

Queene 

Rodger Friedman: Giancarlo Maiorino, The Cornucopian Mind and the Baroque Unity of the 404 
Arts 

Wil/l iam C. Carroll: Wolfgang Riehle, Shakespeare, Plautus, and the Humanist Tradition 405 

Martin Dodsworth: E. Patricia Vicari, The View From Minerva's Tower: Learning and Imag- 408 
ination in The Anatomy of Melancholy 

J>. K. Heninger, Jr.: Kate Gartner Frost, Holy Delight: Typology, Numerology, and Autobiog- 410 
raphy in Donne's Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions 

Joseph Wittreich: Howard Dobin, Merlin's Disciples: Prophecy, Poetry, and Power in Renais- 412 
sance England 
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